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Introduction
　　　　Literature　and　the　film－　these　two　are　sometimes　closely
connected　with　each　other．
　　　　The　same　thing　is　said　of　the　works　of　John　Emst　Steinbeck（1902－
68），
　　A　consideration　of　John　Steinbeck’s　relationship　to　film
to　understanding　the　evolution　of　his　career　as　a　writer，
seen　by　the　closer　consideration　of　all　the　Stei皿beck　films．（1）
is esseritial
as　will　be
Joseph　R．　Minichap　states　that　steillbeck　received　the　best　cinematic
treatment　of　the　maj　or　American　llovelists。　As　for　Steinbeck，　there　are
agreat　deal　of　works　that　have　the　nlovie　versions．　The　chronology　of
the　Steinbeck　film　is：
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1947
1949
1952
1955
1957
1961
1973
1981
（》Mf‘e4”dMε”
「rあεGrαPε5（ゾIVrath
71置eFo毯「oご’en　V‘〃age
To　rti”4　F’4’
The　Moon　I∫Do躍”
Lのみ・at
A　Meda’ノbr　Bennγ
’llte　Pearl
7’75e　Red　P・躍γ
Vi〃4　Z叩4’ロ’
E4∫ごvf　Eden
The　Way〃ard　Bus
F’igみt
The　Red　Pσ”γ（made　fOr　teleViSiOO　film）
East｛ゾEden（made　f6r　television　f三1定ロ）
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　　　　　　（）f　Mice　and　Men（made　f・r・televisi・n　film）
1982　　Cannery　Row
1992　　（）fMi‘e　andMen
Contemplating　that　his　film　is　large　in　number，　it　seems　to　be　useful
to　study　these　films　in　order　to　deepen　our　understand三ng　of　John
Steinbeck　and　his　works．
　　　　The　first　film　is　OゾM‘e　and　Me”that　was　produced　in　1939．
Lewis　Milestone　directed　the　film，　and　it　has　been　appreciated　highly．
0ゾM‘e　and　Men　was　made　into　a　moVie　again　by　Metro　Goldwyn　Mayer　in
1992．
　　　　In　this　thesis　I　would　like　to　take　up　the　newest　version　of　Oゾ
Mi‘8　and　Men　and　Inake　a　comparison　between　the　novella，　that　is　the
original　published　in　1937，　and　the　fil皿．　In　chapter　1，　I　will　refer
to　the　bind董e　stiffs　of　the　first　half　of　the　20th　century　because
this　work　is　a　story　about　two　bhldle　st迂fs，　George　and　Lennie．　In
chapter　2，　I　will　discuss　the　important　similarities　between　the
novella　and　the　film．　In　chapter　3，　I　win　pohlt　out　the
dissimilarities　and　consider　them血detail．
Chapter　1
　　　　　Steinbeck　had　an　interestillg　experience　whe夏he　was　a　student　at
Stanford　University．　He　absented　himself　from　school　for　a　while　and
worked　on　a　ranch　as　a　bindle　stiff．（2）Of　Mi‘εand　Mε”is　based　on
his　experience　at　that　time．
　　　　Iwould　like　to　begin　with　mentioning　briefly　the　bind豊e　stiffs
from　the　viewpohlt　of　the辻circumstallces　withhl　the　scope　of　the
matters　are　relevant　to　this　work．
　　　　The　migrant　farm　woτkers　like　George　and　Lennie　were　called
bi皿dle　st迂fs．　They　put　their　belonghlgs－・such　as　a　razor，3　bar　of
soap，　a　comb，　a　bottle　of　piUs，　lini皿ent　and　a　leather　wristband－・－
into　theh　own　b1狐kets　and　carried　them　on　their　backs．　The
appearances　of　George　and　Lennie　are　depicted　in　the　novella：
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Both［George　and　Len勲ie】were　dressed　hl　denim　trousers　aロd　in　denim
co飢s　with　bmss　butωns．　Both　wore　black，　shapeless　hats　and　both
c2ぼried　tight　blanket　rolls　slung　over　theh・shoulders．（P．4）（3》
　　　　　On　the　ranch　the　bindle　stlffs　lived　together　in　the
style　in　a　bunk　house　that　was　not　usually　very　clean．
dormitory
　　The　bunk　house　was　a　long，　rectangul訂building．　Inside，　dle　walls
were　whitewashed狐d　the　noor　unpainted．　In　three　walls　there　were
smal1，　square　w血dows，　and三n　the　fourth，　a　solid　door　with　a　wooden
［atch．　Against　the　walls　were　eightも岨ks，　five　of　them　made　up　with
blankets　and　the　other　three　showing　their　burlap　tickin9．　Over　each
bunk　there　was　hailed　an　apple　box　with　the　open血g　forward　so　that　it
lnade　two　shelves　for　the　personal　belongings　of　the　occupa煎of　the　bunk
（P・18）
　　　　　They　always　kept　traveling　from　job　to　job．　They　settled　down　a
ranch　for　a　Iittle　while，　foτafew　months　on　average，　and　moved　to
the　next　ranch．　The　following　shows　a　part　of　a　b血dle　stiff’s　labor
condition　i皿1930s．
July－（）ctober，1932．
　　Picked　figs　at　Fresno，　California　and　vicinity．　Wages　10　cents　a　box，
　　average　50－pound　box．　Picked　about　15　1）oxes　a　day　to　earn　S　l．50；
　　about　340　a　month．
October－Decembe1，1932．
　　Cut　Malaga，　and　Muscat　grapes　near　fresno．　Wages　25　cents　an　hour．
　　Average　6－hou竃day，　earning　31．50；about　340　a　month．
December，1932．
　　Left　for　lmperial，　California．
Feburary，1933．
　　Picked　peas，　Imperial　Valley．　Wages　one　cent　a　pound．　Average　125
　　P。unds　a　day．　Earn¢d　330　f。r　seas。駄．　Als・w（）rked　as　wagon加an　in
　　lettuce　field　on　contract，　Contract　price，5　cents　a　clate　repack　out
　　of　packing　houses；not　field　work．　This　work　paid　60　cents　to　31　a
　　day。　On　account　of　weather　was正brtunate　to　break　eve職at　f血ish　of
　　season．　Was　paying　50　cents　a　day　room　and　board．
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March－Apri1，1933．
Left　for　Chicag（》．　Stayed　a　couple　of　weeks．
California　two　months　later．
Returned　　to
May，1933．
　　（）dd　jobs　at　lawns，　radios，
　　porter　and　handy－man．（4）
an 　victrolas　at　Fresno．　Also　worked　as
　　　　CゾM‘e礁4Me”is　a　fiction，　but　it　hands　down　the　actual
ckculnstances　of　the　bindle　st正fs　of　those　days　童n　point　of　theiτ
belongings，　the　look　of　the　bunk　house　and　so　on．　It　is　not　too　much
to　say　that　OゾMfc8朗41㌧｛eπprovides　mateτial　to　know　the　life　of　the
bindle　stiffs．
Chapter2
　　　　In　this　chapter，　I　would　like　to　consider　the　simi童arities
between　the　novella　and　the　film．　Of　course　the　movie　versioll　is　made
based　on　the　novella．　Therefore，　it・goes　w正thout　sayhlg　that　the　f註m
inc・rp・rates皿・st・f　the　n・vella・H・wever，　as　l　will　exa血e　later　in
this　thesis，　there　are　many　dissim童larities，　too．　In　short，　the　f三lm
does　not　closely　follow　the　novella　from　the　beginnillg　to　the　end．
According童y，　it　is　worth　while　discusshlg　the　film　scenes　that　go　just
as　the　llovella　does．　I　will　choose　three　si血larities　from　the　whole，
a且ddiscuss　them．
　　　　Firstly，　it　is　a　riverside　clea血g　where　George　and　Lennie
sleep　i豆the　ope皿in　the　early　part　of　the　story，　and　George　shoots
Lennie　by　the　gun　in　the　last　part。
　　　　The　novella　opens　with　the　description　of　the　Sal㎞as　River．
“Water”is　impressed　foτcibly　o且the　readers’血nd　from　the
beginning．　Moreover，　in　the　novella，　the　first　leading　actio豆is　that
Lennie　lies　on　his　stomach　and　d血ks　thirstly’from　the　pool，　alld
als・“water”is　the　first　subj　ect・f　the　c・nversati・n　that　passes
between　George　and　Le且nie．　These　thngs　emphasize　the　existence　of
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“water”奄氏@order　to　indicate　that“water”plays　a　sign正icant　role　in
the　works　of　Steinbeck．
　　　　It　is　not　clear　whether　George　and　Lennie　arrive　at　the
waterside　being　in　need　of‘‘water”or　they　happen　to　get　there．
However，　in　either　case　we　can　be　fa廿ly　certain　that　George　decides
to　sleep　in　the　open　at　the　waterside　l）ecause　they　can　have“water”
there．　As　there　is　a　phrase　of“the　water　of　l正e”in　the　Revelation，
‘‘翌≠狽?秩h@is　surely　the　source　of　l並e　because　all　living　creatures
calmot　Iive　without“water”．（5）Stehlbeck　repeats　ill　his　works　that
“water”@is　indispensable　to　all　livillg　creatures　and　that　i重gives
them　the　surviva正power．（6）
　　　　In　addition　to　this，　water”in　the　Stei且beck　world　has　special
significance．
　　　　In　the　first　place，“water”　Phys　the　role　of　protection，　or
rather　it　gives　peace　of　mind．“Water”is　perhaps　associated　with　a
caring　mother　because　human　behlgs　lie　in　ammiotic　flu量d　whe瓜they
are　embryos．　We　should　keep　hl　mind　that　amniotic　fluid　is　life－
supportillg“water”．　Besides，　a　mother　is　the　being　who亡akes　her
children　under　her　pr・tecti・n　and　makes　the・n　feel　at　ease．
Conseque皿tly，　people　hl　the　works　of　Steinbeck　pursue“water”as　lf
they　are　guided　by　inst血ct，　and　have血ner　peace．　Let　us　now　return
to　OゾM‘εand　Me”．　George　and　Lennie　have　led　a　rootless　life　as　a
bhldle　stiff．　It　is　an　undeniable　fact　that　there　is　no　rosy　future
prospect　in　their　life．　What　is　worse，　they　have　no　lnoment　of　ease
because　Le皿ie　always　causes　trouble．　We　therefore　conclude　that　they
find　peace　of　mind　in　time　when　they　stay　at　the　waterside．
　　　　In　the　second　place，“water”　helps　hum狐　beings　over　a
difficulty．　George　te夏ls　Lennie　to　remember　the　above＿me夏tiolled
clearing　by　the　riverside　and　to　hide　hl　the　brush　in　that　place　蓬
Lennie　gets　into　trouble．　George　eamestly　wants　the　clearing　to　be　a
help血g　place．　He　believes　and　expects　that　the　clear血g　will　carry
them　over　misfQrtune　as　the　ditch　has　helped　them　in　Weed，　even　if
they　are　confronted　by　a　difficulty．　The　clearing　ca皿　be　the　helpi皿9
place　because　there　is‘‘water”that　is　the　soulce　of匠e　around　it．
It　is　clea：that“water”extends　a　help血g　hand　to　human　beings　in
case　they　find　thelnselves　in　se】dous　straits・
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　　　　In　third　place，　“water”　plays　a　role　of　purifying　and
reincarnating　all　liVing　creatures．　As　I　mentioned　before，“water”
re皿inds　us　of　the　mother．　The　mother’s　womb　is　indeed　the　ultimate
start㎞g　point　of　life　to　which　olle　can　never　return．　But　he　wishes
t・return　t・“water”C　a　symb・lical　starting　P・int．　ln　it　he　l・・ks
back　on　his　career，　gets　purified，　gropes　for　his　prospect　and　braces
his　energies　for　the　future．　Besides，　there　is　a　wide　spread
recognition　that‘‘water”　pr（）jects　an　i皿age　of　pur童ty　and　clarity．
Anyone　would　feel　that“water”purifies　his　mind　when　he　takes　a董ook
at　the　pure　current　of“water”．　Moreover，“water”leads　all　living
creatures　to　reb重rth．　I　use　the　word“rebirth”in　a　double　sense：one
is　that　man　builds　up　his　energy　and　makes　a　fresh　start，　the　other
is　that　man　is　born　agai且．　This　is　true　of　every　hv血g　creatures。　It
is　one　of　the　illtelligible　examples　of　rebirth　that　the　rain　moistens
and　gives　the　vitality　to　the　dry　earth　or　withered　flowering　plants．
“Water”that　is　the　source　of　1ife　makes　rebirth　possible。　Peter
LiSCa　makeS　an　intereSting　Statement：
For　George　a瓜d　Le凱nie，　as　f6r　othel　Steinbeck　heroes，　coming　to　a　cave
or　thicket　by　the　river　symbolizes　a　reぽeat　from　the　world　to　a
primeval　innocence・Somet血es，　as　in　T％e　Grapes（ゾWra　th，　this　retreat
has　explicit　overtones　of　a　retum　to　the　womもand　rebh止．（7）
We　believe　firmly　that　Lennie　will　get　reborn　in　this　world，　because
there　is“water”in　the　place　where　he　dies．　Besides，　we　can皿ot
help　antic童patillg　that　George　also　will　make　the　waterside　a且ew
starting　point狐d　surVive　intensely　master血g　his　deep　grief・
　　　　From　what　has　been　discussed　above，　we　can　conclude　that　it　has
the　deep皿ean血gs　to　set　both　of　the　ope血g　scene　a豆d　closillg　at　the
waterside．　We　should　not　overlook　that“water”fulfills　the　great
important　role　in　the　works　of　Steillbeck
　　　　Next，　I　would　like　to　note　the　scenes　that　suggest　the　unfoldhlg
and　ending　of　the　story．　We　may　say　that　Steinbeck　ofteロgives　hints
how　the　story　will　go．　Here，　I　will　take　up　three　suggestive　scenes
in　the　film　as　well　as　in　the　novella．
　　　　Firstly，　George　and　Len】面e　feel　uneasy　about　their　relationship
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with　Curley　who　tries　to　seek
皿en　like　Len且ie　because　he　is
is　described　in　the　novella：
afight with　Lennie．　Curley　hates　big
small．　His　defiant　attitude　to　Lennie
He　［Curleyl　glanced　coldly　at　George　and　the血at　Lemlie．　His
gπadually　bent　at　the　elbows　and　his　hands　closed　into　fists，　He
stiffened　and　went　血to　a　slight　crouch．　His　glance　was　at
calculaヒ㎞g　and　pugnac孟ous．（P，25）
arms
once
George　says　that　Curley　had　better　not　scuffle　w孟th　Lennie，　or　else
he　will　get　hurt．　Moreover，　he　orders　Lennie　to　keep　away　f士om　Curley．
He　gets　a且gry　with　Curley，　while　also　having　a　feelillg　that　something
bad　is　going　to　hapPe皿．　The　author　clearly　tells　us　about　his　feel血9
hl　the　novella：
He［George】said　ominously，　l　Well，　he［Curleyエbetter　watch　out　fbr
Lennie・　Lennie　ain’t　no　fighter，　but　Lennie，s　strong　and　quick　and
Lennie　don’t　kuow　no　rules．’（p．27）
There　is　a且other　perso且whom　George
w正e。George　penetrates　what　she　is　1ike．
is　 atchful　for：it　is　Curley，s
Lennie：She　is　pretty．
George：Lennie！
Lennie：Don’t　you　think　she量s　pretty，too～
George：Listen　to　me．　God　damn　it！Don’t　you　even　look　at　her，　but　I
　　　　　　doガt　care　what　she　says　and　what　she　does．　She’s　a　mtロ・ap　if
　　　　　　rve　eve「seen　one．
Lennie：George，　I　wasn’t　doing　nothing．
George：No．　But　when　she　was　shoving　her　legs　around，　you　weτen’t
　　　　　　loohng　the　other　way　neither．．Keep　away　from　her．
L£塾nie：Idon’t　Iike　this　place．（8｝
He　knows　intuitively　that　it　is　productive　of　misfortune　to　have
something　to　do　with　her．　UIlfo血nately，　his　presentiment　tums　out
true；this　couple　decides　the　destiny　of　George　and　Lennie．
　　　　　One　night　Lennie　is　血volved　血　a　trouble　after　all．　Cur正ey
suspects　that　Slim　has　stayed　in　the　bam　with　his　wife，　and
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questions　him　persistently　about　it．　At　f辻st　he　i且tends　to　show　off
his　power，　and　then　holds　his　domhlation　over　Slim　and　probably　the
others．　However，　he　arouses　Slim’s　anger　and　earns　thier　ridicule．
Curley　begins　to　direct　his　rage　aga血st　Lennie　smiling　to　think　of
his　future　ranch，　and　to　rain　blows　on　him　unilaterally．　However，
Lennie　is　so　strong　that　he　crushes　Curleゾs　hand．　George　and　Lennie
can　evade　dismissal　by　keeping　the　actual　fact　about　the　injury　of
Curley　to　those　present，　but　that　scuffle　is　the　very　beginnhlg　of
their　misfortune．
　　　　　Curley’s　w正e　shortly　notices　the　fact　is　that　Curley　has　been
defeated　by　a　stronger　man，　not　he　has　caught　his　hand　hl　a　machi皿e．
After　that，　she　finds　out　that　the　man　is　Lennie　and　tries　to
approach　him．　Indeed　she　wants　to　talk　to　somebody　and　positively
speaks　to　everybody，　but　it　seems　that　she　has　much　more　hlterest　hl
Lennie　becaus6　he　has　completely　beaten　her　conceited　husballd．　It　is
obvious　that　such　access　to　Lennie　ends　up　血　heτ　death，　and　his
death　as　well．　Therefore，　it　is　co且cluded　that　Geoτge’s　f廿st
premoロition　is　deeply　related　to　the　catastrophe．　In　other　words，　his
premonition血dicates　what　ending　the　story　has．
　　　　　Secondly，　George　discloses　an　incident　that　has　happe且ed　in　Weed
to　Slim．
George：Yeah．　He　gets　in　trouble　all　the　time’cause　be’s　so　god　damn
　　　　　　　　　　　dumb　1巌e　what　happened　up　no賞h短Weed．
S1㎞：「VVhat　did　he　do～
George：He　seen　a　girl　in　a　red　dress　and　dumb　bastard　that　he　is，　he
　　　　　　just　wants　to　touch　everyth血g　he重止es．　So　he　reaches　out　to
　　　　　　touch　this　red　dress．　Tllat　girl　starts　screa血ng　a践d　that　gets
　　　　　　Lennie　a1監mixed　up，　so　he　hold　on　an’he　woガt　let　go’cause
　　　　　　thaゼs　the　only　th血g　he　can　th血k　to　do。
Lemie　com皿its　a　similar　fault　ill　the　later　part　of　the　story・That
is　to　say，　he　likes　soft　hair　of　Curleゾs　wife　alld　wants　to　keep
strol血g　her　hair。　He　is　just　keen　to　stroke　it．　However，　she　gets
angry　at　him　for　mussing　her　hak　up．　When　she　starts　to　cry　angrily，
Lennie　is　extreme董y　confused　and　desperates　to　stop　her　yelling．　He
finally　breaks　her　neck．　It　is　a互most　impossible　for　Lennie　to　profit
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by　past　faults　because　of　mental　retardation．
　　　　　In　Weed　he　has　not　infi童cted　an　i川匿ury　o且the　woman　in　the　red
dress，　but　this　time　he　makes　an　irreparable　fault　hl　ta㎞g　life　of
Curleゾwife．　Thus　what　has　been　considered　above　shows　us　that　the
incident　in　Weed　is　also　a　bad　portent．
　　　　Thirdly，　there　is　an　episode　about　Candy’s　dog．　His　dog　is　too
old　and　to　make　matters　worse　he　suffers　from　rheu皿atism．　Carlsoll
argues　that　it　is　no　good　keephlg　the　dog　alive　any　more．　He　proposes
that　Candy　should　kill　the　dog　by　shooting　and　tries　to　persuade　him
to　do　that・Finally，　Candy　agrees　to　let　Carlson　shoot　his　dog　dead
with　great　reluctance．　The　important　point　to　note　here　is　that
George　follows　the　similar　fate　as　Candy：he　is　also　obliged　to　make
an　agonizing　decision　later．
　　　　Whe且George　knows　that　Lennie　has　put　Cur正ey’s　wife　to　death，　he
has　no　choice　but　kill　Lennie　by　himself　before　he　is　lynched　by
other　people．　George　has】mown　Le皿ie　a皿d　worked　with　him　for　a　long
time．　George　is　to　Le且nie　what　Ca且dy　is　to　the　aforesaid　dog．　Lennie
is　the　only　dear　partner　for　George．　Nevertheless，　he　can且ot　find　any
way　to　save　Lennie’s　l迂e．　His　anguish　is　beyond　all　imaghlatin．
　　　　It　is　not　too　much　to　say　that　Le皿ie’s　end　collsiderably
overlaps　with　the　dog’s．　Added　to　the　above，　Lennie　is　shot　in　the
back　of　the　head　as　the　dog　is。　George　shoots　at　the　point　so　as　not
to　hurt　him　at　alL　However，　there　is　the　only　difference　between
Lennie’s　end　and　the　dog’s：Candy　leaves　the　killhlg　to　Carlson，
whereas　George　shoots　Lennie　by　himself．　Candy　professes　a　deep
regret　about　not　doing　it　by　himself．：
Candy：George．　I　ought　to　of　shot　that　dog　myself．　I　shouldn’t　ought　to
　　　　　let　no　stranger　shoot　my　dog．
We　can　say　that　George　puts　Candy’s　word　hlto　practice．　George　makes
up　his　mind　to　shoot　Lennie　to　death　by　himself　if　Lennie　is
completely匙mable　to　escape　death　in　any　case．　It　must　be　Lenn｛e’s
sole　consolatio皿to　be　killed　by　George．
　　　　Finally，　I　would　like　to　make皿ention　of　a　same　dream　that
George　and　Lennie　share．　They　dream　of　having　their　own　house狐d
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land狐d　livhlg　on　the　fat　of　the　land．　Lennie　frequently　asks　George
to　talk　about　the　plan　for　the　future，　and　George　grants　his　request
eaとh　time．　It　is　the　happiest　time　for　them　when　George　describes　it
and　Lennie　listens　to　him．
Lennie：Tell　about　that　place．
George：It’s　ten　acres．1ビs　got　a　windmilL　Got　a　little　shack　on　it，
　　　　　　　an’achicken　run．
Lennie：Got　ral）bits，　George．
George：Well，　I　could　easily　build　a　few　hutches　and　you　could　feed’em
　　　　　　　alfalfa曾
Lennie：You　damn　right！You　God　damn　right　I　could！Geoge，　George＿tell，
　　　　　　　telI　why　that　house．
George：Well，　we’11　have　a　little　house　an，　we，11　have　a　room　to　ourself．
　　　　　　　And　we’11　have　a　f飢辻・n　st・ve　an’in　the　Winter　we’d　keep　a
　　　　　　　fire　goin，．
Lennie：And，　and　rabbits．　I　tend　the　rabbits．　And　how　do　I　tend’em
　　　　　　　rabbits～
George：Well，　you　are　gonna　out　in　the　alfalfa　f三eld　an’you’d　have　a
　　　　　　　sack．　And　then　yougd　fil盈uI》that　sack　and　you　bring　it血a11’
　　　　　　　put　it　in　the　rabb三ts　cages．　We’11　have　a　few　pigeoロs　to　go
　　　　　　　flyiガaround　the　windmilH止e　they　done　wheロIwas　a　k圭d　and
　　　　　　　it’d　be　our　own．　Nobody　could　c皿us．　We　don’t　like　a　guy，　we
　　　　　　just　say，“Get　the　hell　out”．　If　a　friend　come　along，　why　we’d
　　　　　　　have　an　extra　bunk　an’we　just　would　say，‘‘Why　don’t　you　spen’
　　　　　　　the　night～”an’by　God　he　would．　You　have　a　dog　and　a　coup且e　Qf
　　　　　　　cats．　But　you　got　to　make　spre　them　try　of　ge就血g　some　cats　out
　　　　　　　of　the　rabitts．
Lenn孟e：You’d＿yoガd　let　them　tly＿1’m　gonna　break　them　God　damll　cats’
　　　　　　　nack．1’11．．．1’11　smash　the　cats　with　a　stick．
　　　　　In　this　scene　that　follows　the　above，
hundred　aロd　fj正ty　dollars　jo血s　them　hl　the
their　dream　is　unexpectedly　wit㎞sight．　In
the　climax　of　the　story．　Their　hearts　are
that　theせdream　will　soon　come　true．
　　　　　The虻dream　is　an　essential　elements　of
Candy who　has　three
plan；in c・nsequence，
short，　the　scene　marks
filled　wi h nticipation
this　work．　Th6　readers
know　about　it　from　the　begi皿11ing　of　the　story　and　watch　the　course　of
it．　The　des辻e　for　Ede籠alld　breakdow且of互t　aτe　one　of　themam
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themes　of　this　work．　Further皿ore，　it　gives　them　the　hope　for　the
future　and　support　them　all　the　time．　It　is　certain　that　we　filld　the
blightest　side　of　this　story　in　their　dream．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Chapter3
　　　　　Next，　the　dissi血1arities　between　the　novella　alld　the　film　will
be　discussed　in　this　chapter．　Whenever　a　novel　is　made㎞to　a　movie，
the　movie　is　affected　by　a　director，　producer　and　other　staffs．　While
they　pay　serious　attention　to　the　author’s　intention，　they　put　their
own　interpretations　on　the　work　and　incorporate　them血to　the　film．
Besides，五t三s　often　the　case　that　the　work　is　touched　up　more　or
less　to　be　suitable　for　the　film．　The　movie　version　of　OゾMf‘eロ”d
Meπis　also　widely　dissimilar　to　the　orighlal　in　some　points．　I　would
m（eto　point　out　five　remarkable　dissimilarities．
　　　　　Firstly，　the　film　has　much　more　changes　of　the　scene　than　the
novella．　The　scene　is　fixed血only　a　limited　place　for　a　good　while
in　the　novella，　whereas三t童s　changed　at　very　short　intervals　in　t｝ユe
film．　For　example，　George　always　talks　to　Slim　about　Lennie　and
himself　in　the　bunk　house　in　the　novella，　but　he　does　hl　some　places
in　addition　to　the　bunk　house　hl　the　film：at　the　outside　table　for
lunch，　in　the　field　and　so　forth．　The　novella　has　only　four　changes
of　the　scene：　the　scene　laid　血　　the　clearhlg　by　the　river　in
Chapter　l　shifts　to　the　bu職k　house　ill　Chapter　2．　It　sh正ts　to　the
hamess　room　in　Chapter　4，　and　then　to　the　barn　in　Chapter　5．　It
finany　shifts　to　the　clearing　in　Chapter　6．
　　　　　Iwill　now　consider　the　early　part　of　the　film血detaiL　It
shows　the　notable　changes　of　the　scene．　The　fim　begins　with　the
scene　that　a　waman　in　a　red　dress，　whom　Lennie　has　grasped　by　the
dress，　is　running　for　help．　George　and　Lemlie　run　away　and　hide　hl
the　stream　that　is　densely　covered　with　a　thicket．　After　a　party　of
pursures　give　up　searching　them，　they　get　out　of　the　stream　and
jump　a　｛lreight　tra血．　They　start　to　have　a　conversation　worth
mentioning　on　the　train：
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George：Hu旺y　up！Gettin’up　theτe．
Lennie：Geoτge？
George：What　do　you　want～
Lennie：Where　are　we　going～
George：Getting　away丘om　here．
Lennie：Iam　wet．
George：You　want　us　to　take　off　the　coat　Come　on，　come　on．　Sleep　and
　　　　　　get　some　resし
Lennie：George～
George：Go　to　sleep，　Lennie．
Lennie：rm　sleeping，　George．
They　get　the　work　tickets　at　a　job　placement　office　at　Soledad　and　go
toward　the　ranch　by　bus．　After　they　get　off　the　bus　and　walk　for　a
while，　they　arrive　at　the　clearing　by　the　river　where　the　opening
scene　of　the　novella　is　laid．　The　above＿皿entioned　sce瓜es　all　are　not
described　i且the　novella；George　and　Lennie　merely　Iook　back　on　them．
　　　　　They　meet　the　boss，　Slim　alld　Carlson　il　the　bunk　house　after
they　arrive　at　the　ranch　in　the　novella，　whereas　they　go　to　the
office　to　greet　the　boss　and　meet　Sliln　and　Carlson　at　the　open－air
table　for　the　first　ti皿e　㎞　the　film．　In　addition，　there　are　the
scenes　that　the　bindle　stぜfs　go　to　the　field　by　wagon，　they　work　in
the　field　and　they　e玖loy　playhlg　horseshoes．
　　　　　It　fonows　from　what　has　been　said　thus　far　that　the　scene
s駈ts　oロe　after　another　in　the　film．　In　conclusion，　it　is　better
that　films　have　many　challges　for　the　scene　in　order　to　be　rich　in
variety　and　be　attractive　ones・
　　　　　Secondly，　I　will　takeロotice　the　elements　of　comedy　that　Of　Mi‘ε
4”4Men　has．　Indeed　it　comes　to　a　tragic　e簸dh19，　but　it　is　never　a
tragedy．　There　is　plenty　of　co皿edy　i皿it．　It　owes　its　comedy　to
speech　and　action　of　Le皿ie．1　discuss　this　work　as　a　tragiccomedy．
　　　　　However，　we　filld　that　the　film　presellts　few　elemellts　of　comedy・
For　hlsta且ce，　Lennie　dose　not　try　to　imitate　Goerge。　In　the　novella
he　is　depicted：
George　lay　b2ck　in　the　sand　and　crossed　his　hands　under　his　head，　and
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Lennie　imitated　him，　raising　his　head　to　see　whether　he　were　doing　it
right．（P．8）
　　George　ltfted　his　tick　and　looked　undemeath　it．　He　leaned　oワer　and
inspected　the　sacking　closely．　lmmediately　Lennie　got　up　and　d圭d　the
same　with　his　bed．（p．20）
Lennie　is　a　b童g　man　but　sluggish．　Besides，　he　behaves　hilnse豆f　a且d
reacts　　on　　thi且gs　just　　l正ke　　a　　little　　child　　because　　of　　mental
retardatio11．　Therefore，　his　actions　that　we　ca皿　see　in　the　above
quotations　are　hulnorous　in　a　way．　In　other　words，　they　are　the
heartwarm㎞g　scenes　that　he　tries　to　imitate　George　as　hard　as
possible。
　　　　　Next，　I　would　like　to　take　up　the　dialogues　between　G60エge　and
Len皿ie．　It　is　difficult　for　Le且nie　to　speak　ill　his　own　words，　so　that
he　usually　echoes　the　words　of　George．　Moreover，　Lennie　is　apt　to
forget　everythi皿g　except　the　rabbits．　George　has　to　repeat　the　same
over　and　over　aga血，　and　then　let　Le豆ロie　repeat　what　is　importa且t　and
remernber　it．
　　“℃ourse　you［Lennie］did［remembered］．Well，100k．　Lennie－if　you
jus’happen　to　get　in　trouble　like　you　always　done　before，1｛George】
want　you　to　come　right　here　an，　hide　in　the　brush，”
　　‘‘Hide孟n　the　brush，’，　said　Lennie　slowly．
　　“Hide　in　the　brush　till　I　come　for　you．　Can　you　remember　that～”
　　“Sure　I　can，　George．　Hide　i1　the　brush　till　you　come．”
（pp．16－7）
　　“Yeah．1［Lenロie】remember，　Oh，　sure　1　remember！Igo　there［dowa　by
the　river】an’hide　in　te　brush．”
　　“Hide　till　I［George］come　for　you．’Doガt　let　nobody　see　you．　Hide　in
the　brush　by　the　river．　Say　that　over．”
　　‘‘田de血1　the　brush　by　the　river，　down孟n　the　brush　by　the　dver．”
　　“If　you　get　in　trouble．”
　　“If　I　get　in　trouble．四（PP30－1）
The　repetition　of　the　same　words　picks　up　in　te皿po　of　the　dialogues
instead　in　this　work．　Nevertheless，　these㎞d　of　dialogues　are　cut
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appreciably　in　the　film；co且sequelltly，　the　ele．ments　of　comedy　do　not
apPear　at　their　best．
　　　　　It　is　ture　that　the　comedy　of　this　work　gives　not　only　humor　but
also　sorrow，　because　the　comedy　is　connected　with　that　Lennie　is　a
retardate　and　he　causes　a　great　tragedy　at　the　ending　of　the　story．
However，　there　is　no　doubt　that　the　comedy　is　coロsolation　and　one　of
the　attractive　qualities　of　this　work．　We　should　not　overlook　the
import　of　the　comedy．
　　　　　Thirdly，　there　are　noteworthy　d迂fere皿ces　in　the　scenes
co豆cerning　Curleゾs　wife　between　the　novella　and　the　film．　To　begin
with，　I　will　deal　with　two　scenes　that　are　added　in　the　movie
version．　Let　us　consider　them　one　by　one．
George：CrQoks！
Curleゾs　wife：Can　I　he1P～
George：No．1’m　looking　for　Crooks’cause　this　mule　got　a　hurt　fooし
Curley’s　wife：He　ain’t　here．　No　one　is　here　but　me。　Now　you．　I　feel　so
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Iazy　today．　You　feel　lazy～
George；No．
Curley’s　wife・Ic・uld　take　a　nap　right　here．　It’s　nice　and　c・。l　here沁
　　　　　　　　　　　　　the　barn　an’quiet．　Everybody　out　in　the　field　血　the　hot
　　　　　　　　　　　　　sun．　Here　we　are　in　a　cool　bam．　I　got　hurt　foot，　too．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　God　mad　at　Curley　last　n三ght，　kicked　him　and　miss，
　　　　　　　　　　　　kicked　a　chair　instead．　Let　g・・f　that。ld　mule　a甑d　talk
　　　　　　　　　　　　　to　me．　Are　you　from　far　away～
George：Pretty　far．
Curley，s　wife：How　far　is　it　far　away～Whaビs　the　town　you　came　fmm～
George：You　wouldn’t　known　if　I　told　ya．
Curleゾs　wife：Got　a　sweethealt　back　there～
George：No・
Curley，s　wife：Did　ya　had　a　sweetheart～
George：No・
Curley’s　wife：Never　had　a　sweetheart～
George：No・
Curleゾs　wife：You’ve　kidd加g　me，　Good　looking　a　guy　lil【e　he田ust’ve
　　　　　　　　　　　　　had　a　mi11玉on　sweethearts．　Your　nalne　is　George，　ain’t　it～
George　brings　a　mule　to　the　barn　by　himself，　where　Curleゾs　wぜe
appears　and　speaks　to　him．　She　often　shows　herself　in　front　of　the
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men　with　the　excuse　that　she　is　looking　for　her　husband．　Candy　tells
George　in　the　novella　that　she　casts　fl辻tatious　glances　at　Slim　and
Carlson。　It　follows　from　the　above　scene　that　she　tries　to　tempt
George　in　the　film．　He　makes　little　response　to　her，　so　that　she
leaps　from　one　topic　to　another　and　shows　her　legs　to　hi111血order　to
get　his　attention．　She　makes　an　approach　to　h五m　with　a　seductive
expression．　She　looks　sat孟sfied　when　he　answers　her　questions　about
hi皿self　in　his　own　way。　It　cannot　be　denied　that　she　is　a　fickle
woman．
　　　　　The　film　puts　explicit　emphasison　her孟mlnoral　co且duct　as　a　wife
through　the　above　scene．　Besides，　as　I　melltio無ed　before，　Curley’s
wife　is　a　person　who　determ血es　the　fate　of（斗eorge　and　Lennie．　Tahng
consideration　of　her　mortal　influence　on　them，　it　is　no　wonder　that
George　occupied　her　interest　in　this　scene．
　　　　　A皿other　sce皿e　tha亡we　ca且see　only　ill　the　film　is　as　follows；
Curleゾs　wife：Hey．　You　see　Curley　in　town～
GeOfge：No．
C町1ey’s　wife：He　we煎into　towtl，　His　old　man　went　to　town，　too．
GeOlge：Yeah．
Cur正eゾs　wife：Couldn’t　even　play　my　record　tonight．　I　got　no　records
　　　　　　　　　　　　left．　I　had　four．“Am　I　BIue”，“Little　by　Little”，
　　　　　　　　　　　　‘‘Button　up　your　overcoat”and“Ten　Cents　a　Danc♂．
　　　　　　　　　　　　Curley　got　mad　at　me　after　supper，　broke　all　lny　records．
　　　　　　　　　　　　Iknow　how　you　got　the皿bruises　on　your　face，　a職d　how
　　　　　　　　　　　　Curley　got　his　hand　busted．
Lennie：He　got¢he　hand　caught　i皿the　machine．
Curley，s　wife：We1L　All　right・If　you　say　so．　Someday　I，m　going　to　d】e
　　　　　　　　　　　　town．　No　one　is　ever　go血g　to　see　me　aga㎞．　Not　Curley，
　　　　　　　　　　　　not　his　old　man　and　not　a　damn　one　of　you　bindle　stiffs．
Leaving　his　wife　at　home，　Curley　goes　to　town　with　his　father　oロ
Saturday　night．　At　first　Cuエley’s　w正e　seems　to　speak　to　George　and
Lemie　as　usual，　but¢here　is　certainly　difference　hl　her　manller．
Namely，　her　way　of　speaking　gives　us　a　gli皿pse　of　her　loneliness．
Probab豆y　she　has　nothing　to　do　and　且o　one　to　talk　to　at　home．　It　is
th孟nkable　that　she　goes　out　of　the　house　to　relieve　her　loneliness．
After　she　talks　about　the　records　for　a　while，　she　says　to　Len丘ie
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with　a　serious　look　that　she　knows　the　truth　of　the　bruises　oR　his
face　a且d　the　injury　on　Curley’s　hand．　When　Lennie　o且ly　repeats　that
Curley　has　gotte且his　hand　cut　in　the　machine，　she　looks　awake氏）r
resigned　to　her　condition　on　the　ranch．　She　says　the　last　words
crying　a且d　rushes　back　to　the　house．
　　　　　Curley’s　w迂e　be隻ieves　that　she　has　enough　g正t　for　an　actress，
so　that　she　cannot　stand　to　live　in　obscurity　on　the　ranch　any
longer．　To　say　the　least，　she　is　dissatisfied　with　her　present　life，
mollotonus　l正e　on　the　ranch．　She　displays　her　emotion　ill　this　scene．．
Her　last　words　manifests　her　bitter　anguish．
　　　　　Next，　I　will　discuss　a　scene　that　is　cut　hl　the　movie　version．
The　novella　has　a　scene　that　Lennie　and　Candy　drop　in　at　Crooks’room
on　Saturday　night；and　Curley’s　wife　also　tums　up　there．　That　scene
tells　us　her　personality．
　　　　　We　realize　that　Curley’s　wife　looks　down　on　Crooks，　Lennie　and
Candy　from　the　description　that“‘Awright，’she［Curleゾs　wぜe］said
contemptuously．”（p．76）and　that“She［Curleゾs　wife】tumed　on　him
［Crooks】in　scom。”（p．78）She　calls　them“a　nigger　aガadum－dum　and
alousy－ol’sheep”（p．77）．　Moreover，　when　Candy　retorts　that　they
c・uld　have　their・wn　ranch　and　friends　even　if　they　are　dis1面ssed，　she
互aughs　at　him　and　contradicts　what　he　says　without　mercy．　Furthermole，
she　d正aws　close　to　Crooks　who　has　told　her　to　go　out　of　his　room．
“Listen，　Nigger，”she［Curley’s　wife】sa迅．“You　kmow　what　I　can　do　to
you　if　you　open　you　trap？，，
　　Crooks　stared　hopelessly　at　her，　and　then　he　sat　down　on　his　bunk　a織d
drew　into　himself．
　　She　closed　to　h血．“You　know　whad　cou藍d　do～”
　　Crooks　seemed　to　go　s皿aller，　and　he　pressed　himself　aga血st　the　wall．
“Yes，　ma’am．”
　　“Well，　you　keep　your　place　then．　NiggeL　I　could　get　you　strung　up　on
atree　so　easy　it　aill’t　even　funny．”（pp．78－9）
Such　manner　shows　her　arrogance　of　the　employe〆s　side　and　whites．
Th直s　scene　has　a　considerable血fluence　on　our　i皿pression　of　her・In
short，　it　gives　us　an　ullfavorable　impression　that　she　is　haughty　and
mean　in　add孟tion　to　that　she　is　a　woman　of　loose　morals．
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　　　　However，　the　film　does　not　have　this　scene；consequently，　our
impression　of　Curiey’s　wife　in　the　film　is　not　so　bad　as　in　the
novella．　If　anything，　there　is　room　for　sympathy　for　her　in　the　film．
She　says　to　Lennie：
Curleゾs　wife：Why　can’t　I　talk　to　you～　I　never　get　to　talk　to　nobody．　I
　　　　　　　　　　　get　awful　lonely．
正2nnie：Iain’t　supPosed　to　talk　to　you．
Curleゾs　wife：You　can　talk　to　people，　but　I　can’t　talk　to　nobody　but
　　　　　　　　　　　Curley．　Else　he　gets　mad．　How’d　you　like　not　to　talk　to
　　　　　　　　　　　anybody～
As　we　realize　especially　from　the　scene　quoted　before　the　last，　her
loneliness　is　e皿phasized　in　the　film．　It　is　obvious　that　she　is　a
fickle　woman，　but　she　seems　to　be　extremely　disconsolate　at　her
loneliness．　She　is　described　in　a　better　light　in　the　film．　Futhermore，
it　deserves　careful　attent五〇n　that　Curley’s　wife孟n　the　film　is　rather
akin　to　the　image　of　her　Steillbeck　has．　He　explains　his　own
illterpretation　of　Curley’s　w正e　in　a　letter　addressed　to　Claire　Luse，
an　actress　who　played　the　role　of　Curleゾs　w正e　on　the　stage：
She［Curleゾs　wifel　is　aロice，　k血d　g辻l　and　not　a　floozy．　No　ma鳳has
ever　considered　her　as　anythiロg　except　a　gill　to　try　to　make．　She　has
never　tユ1ked　to　a　man　except　in　tbe　sex岨1　fencing　conversation。　She　is
not　highly　sexed　particularly　but㎞ows　instinctively　that　if　she玉s　to
be　noticed　at　all，　it　will　be　because　some　one　finds　her　sexually
des孟rable．（9）
　　　　Fourthly，　I　would　like　to　focus　on　a　black　man，　Crooks．　He　is　a
subsidiary　character　who　must　llot　be　forgotten．
　　　　In　Chapter　40f　the　novella　the　scene　is　laid　in　Crooks’room
from　start　to　finish．　We　can　safely　state　that　the　story　unfolds
itself　with　him　as　the　central　figure　hl　that　chapter．　He，　who　is
always　lonely，　participates　in　a　conversatioll　with　Lennie　and　Candy，
and　reveals　his　childhood　alld　his　view　of　life．
　　　　However，　this　part　of　the　story　is　greatly　abbreViated血the
film．　I　will　consider　the　cuts　from　three　points　of　view．
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　　　　The　first　poi皿t　is　that　Crooks　assumes　a　scornful　attitude
toward　Le皿ie　and　Candy　when　they　talk　about　their　future　ranch。　He
sh6ws　no　concem　about　what　Lennie　says　and　closes　the　topic　of
conversation　with　a　single　word，“You’re　nuts．”（p．72）in　the　film，
whereas　he　flat正y　contradicts　them　in　the　novella．　He　positively
asserts　that　it　is　i皿possible　for　them　to　get　their　own　ranch　and
house：
“＿an’ ?魔?窒凵@damn　one　of’em’s［hundreds　of　bindle　stiffs’］got　a
little　piece　of　land　in　his　head．　An’never　a　God　damn　one　of’em　ever
gets　it．　Just　like　heaven．　Eveゼbody　wants　a　little　piece　of　lan’．．．，
Nobody　never　gets　to　heaven，　and　nobody　gets　no　land．　It’s　just　in　dleiI
head．，，（p．72）
Lennie　and　Candy　patiently　explain　to　Crooks　that　they　can　get　their
own　land　without　fail，　bei皿g　entranced　to　think　of　the　rosy　future．
However，　he　does　not　take　the　word§of　Lennie　and　Candy　seriously　at
all，　and　he　does　noth血g　but　laugh　at　them．　Such　conversatioll
moderates　the　buildup　that　it　will　llot　be　long　before　George，　Lenllie
and　Candy　realize　thier　dream．　In　other　words，　Steinbeck　inserts　this
scene　in　order　not　to　lead　the　story　to　t｝1e　pitiable　end血g　at　a
stretch。
　　　　The　second　poillt　is　that　Crooks　emphasizes　that　it　is　essentiaI
for　ma且to　have　companions．　He　looks　back　fondly　on　his　childfood　and
talks　to　Lennie　about　it．　In　his　ch丑dhood　he　has　lived　with　his
family　and　he　has　not　realized　discriminatio且　by　whites　against
blacks．　As　he　grows　up，　however，　he　is　co皿fronted　by　the　stern
realities：he　endures　lonelhless　and　discri曲ation．　He　is　quite　mad
with　loneliness，　so　that　he　ca皿ot　conceal　his　pleasuτe　when　Lennie
a且dCandy　come　hl　his　room．　What　his　attitude　marks　clear　is　that　he
is　hungry　for　companions　who　associate　with　him　o皿equal　terms．　Crooks
only　desires　to　be　with　such　companions．　He　is　envious　of　the　strong
bonds　of　friendship　between　George　and　Lennie．　Their　friendship　is
one　of　the　important　themes　of　OゾMf‘εand　Men．　Hence，’we　must　not
overlook　that　Crooks　collveys　how　happy　and　precious　hav血g
companlons　ls．
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　　　　　Crooks　asks　to　work　with　George，　Lennie　and　Candy　on　the並正and
when　he　knows　that　they　have　gotten　most　of　funds　for　the童r　plan　and
George　has　already　chosen　a　la且d　to　buy．　He　entertains　a　hope　for　the
future　for　a　moment，　but　it　is　the　vain　dream．　Curleゾs　wife　cruelly
brings　him　back　to　reality：she　tells　him　to　bear　his　social　position
in　mhld，　He　accepts　his　irresistible　fate　as　a　black　and　gives　up
cherish血g　a　dream．　Crooks　is　the　very　embodiment　of　the　life　throes．
He　tells　us　the　severity　of　living．
　　　　　We　c狐see　from　what　has　been　said　that　Crooks　plays　a
sign任icant　role　in　this　work．　Therefore，　his　speech　and　action
should　be　given　more　importallce　to　in　the　movie　version．
　　　　　Finally，　I　would　like　to　take　up　the　last　scene　that　George
shoots　Lennie　to　death．　There　is　a　great　djfference　between　the
novella　and　the　film　in　the　last　scene．
　　　　　It　is　all　Geoτge　can　do　for　Lennie　to　talk　about　the　future　of
them　ollce　moτe　for　the　last　time．　See血g　that　George　ca皿not　dissuade
Curley　alld　other　men　fro】m　lynching　Lennie，　he　thnkS　that　he　would
rather　kill　Lennie　by　himself．　However，皿othing　is　ha疋der　for　him
than　to　kill　his　closest　friend，　Lennie．　It　takes　a　great　deal　of
time　before　he　pulls　the　triggeτas　a　matter　of　course．　George　cannot
pull　the　trigger　readily　although　he　is　hl　suspense　of　the　apProach
of　the　pursuers．　His　feelhlgs　of　tense　a且d　distress　are　described
fully　in　the　皿ovella．　Ste血beck　depicts　the　stra血ed　situation　that
the　pursures　gradually　approach　George　and　Le皿nie　by　siX　stages：
（1）Ffom　the　distance　came　the　sound’of　men　shou血g　to　one　another．
　　　George　tumed　h三s　head　a織d　listened　to　the　shouts．（p．101）
（2）And　the　shouts　of　men　sounded　aga血，　this　time　much　closer　tha取
　　　befbre．（P．102）
（3）On　the　wind　the　sou且d　of　crashing　in　the　b：ush　came　to　them［（｝eorge
　　　aロdLeロaie】．（p．102）
（4）Amaガs　v・量ce　called　fro血up　the　river，　and　an・ther　m狐aロswefed・
　　　（P．102）
（5）Thefe　were　cnshing　footsteps血the　brush　now．　George　tumed　and
　　　looked　toward¢hem．（p．103）
（6）The　voices　came　close　now．　George　raised　the　gun　and　listened　to
　　　the　voices．（P．103）
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　　　　　However，　we　ca皿ot　help　pointing　out　that　this　scene　goes　all
too　quickly　in　the　film．　George　undergoes　an　intense　conflict　before
he．　pulls　the　trigger．　Taking　his　deep　friendship．ith　Lennie　into
account，　his　better　anguish　and　long　hesitation　should　be　represented
more　minutely．　This　last　scene　ought　to　show　further　sorrows　and
uncertainty　of　life．
Conclusion
　　　　　It　is　reliable　that　Steinbeck　e駄ioys　a　benevolent　hlfluence　of
the　films．　This　is　attested　by　quantity　and　quality　of｝虹s　films．
Moreover，　the　films　make　Steinbeck　more　popular　and　prompts　us　to　the
valuation　of　him．　For　example，　the　movie　version　of　The　Grapesげ
V！rath　and　East　qプ1…48π　are　especiaUy　fa皿iliar　to　the　general　public
in　Japan；consequently，　some　people　know　Steinbeck　through　his　films，
not　his　novels．
　　　　The　1992　film　closely　follows　the　origklal　in　the　mai11，　alld　each
actor　and　actress　gives　an　excelleロt　performance　血　it．　Therefo£e，　it
deserves　adn血atio11血itself．
　　　　　However，　we　cannot　help　declaring　that　the　1992　film　does　not
replesent　all　Steinbeck　tries　to　tell血　his　work．　The　detailed
port士ayals　of　the　landscapes　and　the　i　characters　are　not　set　off　the
work　in　the　film．　We　arrive　at　the　conclusion　that　the　original　is
superior　to　the　movie　version　after　alL
　　　　　Steinbeck　evaluates　the　1939　film　hl　his　letter　addressed　to
Elizabeth　Otis：
　　　　　　　The　next　aftemoon　we　went　to　see　Mice　and　it　is　a　beautiful　job．　Here
　　　　　　　Milestone　has　done　a　curious　lyrical　thing．　It　hangs　together　and　is
　　　　　　　underplayed．　You　wil11ヨ⊂e玉t．（1ω
What　in　the　world　does　Stehlbeck㎞self　think　of　the　1992「?奄撃香@if　he
sees　it～
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